SILENT
HIGH FORCE – HIGH FREQUENCY
PNEUMATIC TURBINE VIBRATOR
www.concretevibrators.com

CCL-7000

NEW

CCL-4000

- Meets OSHA 78-85 dB
- 7200 V.P.M.
- Fits all standard Lug & Cradle Brackets
- Also available with Foot Mount
- Starts in any position

VIBCO's latest high frequency Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator Model CCL-4000 will produce 4000 lbs. of force and CCL-7000, produces 7000 lbs. of force at 7200 VPM. The CCL-4000 fits all standard small lug and cradle brackets and the CCL-7000, all standard large lug & cradle brackets on the market. They will replace all noisy (100-110 dB) high frequency rotary vibrators such as SVR, CCR, GCL, Mark II, UCVR8.8, etc. The CCL models have the following unbeatable features: meets OSHA standards; no more sound than an electric motor; no lubrication necessary; high speed bearings with oil-seals are prelubricated for life; and economically priced.

The CCL's high speed and force will give you fast placement and high strength concrete with an excellent surface finish. If you want to lower your vibrator noise, VIBCO has the answer.

FREE TRIALS!! Convince yourself!! Try the CCL-4000 or 7000 Lug and Cradle or the CCF-4000 or 7000 Foot Mounted Model for 10 days. Just give us a call:

1-800-633-0032

TECHNICAL DATA:
- Vibrations Per Minute: 7200
- Force: 4000 lbs. CCL-4000 or 7000 lbs. CCL-7000
- Weight: 24 lbs. CCL-4000 or 48 lbs. CCL-7000
- Air Consumption: 40 CFM CCL-4000 or 50 CFM CCL-7000

VIBCO, INC.
75 Silson Road, P.O. Box 8
Wynona, RI 02898
E-Mail: vibrators@vibco.com
Phone: (401) 539-2392 / (800) 633-0032
FAX: (401) 539-2594
http://www.VIBCO.com

West Coast:
Phoenix, Arizona 85254
Phone: (602) 996-1809 / (800) 633-0032
FAX: (602) 996-1814

Canada:
2215 Dunwin Drive
Mississauga, Ont.L5L 1X1
Phone: (905) 828-4191 / (800) 465-9709
FAX: (905) 828-9015

WE ARE THE VIBRATOR GUYS!
CCL-7000 PNEUMATIC FORM VIBRATOR
Beats the Competition Hands Down

QUIET 78-85 dB
Vibco Model CCL-7000

NOISY 100-110 dB
Any High Frequency Roller

VIBCO'S NEW NOISELESS TECHNOLOGY VS. OLD NOISY TECHNOLOGY

ERGONOMICS

■ 78-85 DB NOISELESS
No More Noise than an Electric Motor
■ No More Ear Muffs
■ No Hearing Loss
■ No Workman’s Compensation Claims
■ Lower Insurance Costs

■ 100-110 dB VERY NOISY
Like a Train going through your Living Room
■ Need Ear Muffs
■ Possible Hearing Loss
■ Possible Workman’s Compensation Claims
■ Higher Insurance Costs

PERFORMANCE

■ No Lubrication Required
Bearings Prelubricated for Life - Oil Seals Protected
■ Starts in Any Position
■ Repair Kits Available

■ Must be Lubricated
Efficiency Drops Rapidly without Sufficient Lubrication
■ Have Starting Dead Spots
■ No Repair Kits Available

PRICING

COMPETITIVE PRICING AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

www.concretevibrators.com